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Full player models were created using an average
of 12.3 million polygons, and an organic shader
is used to bring players to life on-screen.
Anyone who looks at a 2K or 4K television screen
can feel FIFA’s emotion and passion when goals
are scored, players leap in celebration, and fans
cheer and watch in awe. In FUT, players and their
fans all have the opportunity to enjoy and
interact more with their favourite footballers.
From the creation of starting XI's and line-ups,
to a completely new Ultimate Team dynamic, to in-
game leagues and a brand-new Transfer Market, all
these and more are now accessible through the
FIFA Mobile Club Series, giving fans the chance
to earn, play and compete with their favourite
teams online. FIFA 21 introduced the brand new
ability to Customise kits in Career Mode,
allowing players to unlock and customise gear in
a more expansive manner than ever before. FIFA 22
introduces the brand new ability to Customise
kits in Career Mode, allowing players to unlock
and customise gear in a more expansive manner
than ever before. Players will find an in-depth
array of new items that can be unlocked as they
advance through their clubs, unlocking new
abilities and attributes that help define their
playing style. The final element in the Customize
Your Brand decision is the ability to define your
player identity. This new feature allows you to
add custom images to your Player ID and kits. New
features The Ultimate Team mode of FIFA 22
introduces a series of brand new features to
customise your squad and access to some of the
world's most popular club competitions and
leagues. With the launch of FUT, EA SPORTS
introduces the first FUT Leagues where players
have the ability to play competitive matches with
their team and earn points to be rewarded in-
game. From the English FA Cup to the German
Bundesliga to the Champions League, these new
Leagues will feature competitions familiar to
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players and clubs around the world. The new FUT
Cup allows up to 1,000 players from across the
world the opportunity to compete in a fantasy
tournament with points, prizes and milestones to
obtain. Up to 64 players from around the world
can join together to compete in the Global FUT
Cup. Players can progress through stages of the
FUT Cup by getting a group of five players, four,
three, two and one respectively by accumulating
points from a series of matches. Players can
battle it out in the brand new FUT

Features Key:

Football at its very finest in full 1080p HD
FIFA Moves in the GAME – redefine the way players control the ball with on-the-
ball animations to take into account the unpredictable nature of match-day
variables
FIFA Control – accelerate your footballers into attacks with a new control system.
Balon Snatch – sweep in a defence-splitting pass, for example in Scotland’s World
Cup qualifiers against Sweden
Increased Stamina Levels – call on more of a manly effort
Localization – all new Portuguese, Spanish, Italian, Japanese and Chinese
All-new Pro Agent Model of each & every player – more customization
New Goalkeeper Mode – new goalkeeper options
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Manage your virtual team of players in a game of
skill and strategy that lets you unlock and
upgrade more than 1,000 players from over 50
teams. Attach the best players to your dream
team, then make each individual perform at their
peak to lead your team to victory. FIFA Ultimate
Team Open World Experience – Live the Open World
experience and go on epic adventures on any pitch
or surface. Start a game and roam wherever you
want while climbing up the FIFA ranking system
and unlocking new and exciting locations. All
through your journey, you will also earn licenses
for your favorite clubs and compete in Leagues
that will help you get to the top of the league
table. COMPETITION OF THE DAY: The biggest
challenge for Manchester United vs Liverpool is
the scale of the event, with almost 180,000
tickets expected to be sold. If you’re looking to
take the pressure off, you can make your own
choices of goals and cards before the match
starts in this new celebration. COMPETITION OF
THE DAY: So you’ve got 3 minutes to make your
mark as you start the match as the first team to
100 points. Come ready to compete as you join the
action early in this all new competitive mode.
RULES: Win a tournament in FIFA Ultimate Team to
earn a FIFA World Cup and instantly upload your
new stadium to YouTube. FIFA World Cup™ Mobile –
Enter the official FIFA World Cup™ experience on
mobile devices, from the first group matches to
the final. Start on tour, choosing your favourite
team and appearing in a series of matches that
will help you progress through a tournament,
competing against top club teams to become a FIFA
World Cup™ champion. This game will let you play
for as little as 10 minutes at a time. FIFA
Player Impact Engine (FIP) – FIFA 20 introduces a
brand new animatic engine that helps portray real
life motion and intensity on the pitch, which is
the biggest evolution of the game’s animation
system since EA Sports introduced the first
version of the FIFA Player Impact Engine back in
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2010. From corner saves and body swerving through
block saves and tackles, to in-game actions like
passing and shooting, the new engine helps make
each player feel more realistic on the pitch.
Master your Card Control to advance in Career
Mode in FIFA 20. Choose formation and tactics
before matches, then take control of your
player's cards to decide which cards to equip and
which to
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What's new:

HyperMotion Technology
Completely redesigned dribbling systems and new
variable control options. The difference between
timed and semi-timed touches in dribbling has been
eliminated.
FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology,”
which uses motion capture data collected from 22
real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity
football match in motion capture suits.
Particularly on the build-ups of end-to-end matches,
our Player Impact Engine provides more contextual
information as to why certain fouls might occur.
The revolution in passing has arrived! The
introduction of technical semi-autonomous passing
and ball control movements combine with new
context sensing, to allow you to play out goal-
scoring opportunities away from the opposition’s
goal.
Player Trajectory Shift – A special feature that
allows you to change the speed at which a player
runs between steps. This can make the difference
between a successful pass, an off-target pass and a
low percentage cross.
Shadow Manipulatives – Deleting your shadows will
now only clear your shadows when you stand in a
dark environment, providing a more rapid fix to an
issue you may have been encountering.
Remixer – The Remixer lets you create your own
custom player kits. Change the colour and design of
your kits – or even change your player’s headgear!
Particularly on the build-ups of end-to-end matches,
our Player Impact Engine provides more contextual
information as to why certain fouls might occur.
The revolution in passing has arrived! The
introduction of technical semi-autonomous passing
and ball control movements combine with new
context sensing, to allow you to play out goal-
scoring opportunities away from the opposition’s
goal.
Improved Time-to-Kick function.
Coach Tools: Opponent’s passes and build-ups are
automated across the season, so don’t miss an
opportunity to disrupt your opponent’s rhythm by
using a spot-kick or throw-in.
Doubleshot – Preview Two Shots One Time – As you
are firing a single shot, trigger a second shot in
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another direction. This can be as simple as
directing the second shot from a penalty
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The world's greatest football video game returns
with the official game of the 2018 FIFA World
Cup. FIFA is the EA SPORTS FIFA franchise with
three major editions per year: FIFA, FIFA 19 and
FIFA 19 Ultimate Team™. EA SPORTS FIFA 20 will be
released on 13th September 2017, EA SPORTS FIFA
19 will be released on 30th June 2017 and the
Ultimate Team Championship Edition will be
released on 1st December 2017. What's New:
Powered by Football FIFA 22 takes you closer to
the real thing than ever before as our developers
have unrivalled access to data directly from the
FIFA Elite Series, giving an unprecedented level
of authentic detail and accuracy. The results for
an all-new Player Development Engine deliver the
most diverse and real-life player look yet, with
advanced, full-body movement and more facial
expressions, improved animation and fluid
animations to move the ball. We’ve also re-
envisioned a next-generation ball physics system
to feel faster, bounce off the grass, create more
skilled play, and spin on contact, to reflect the
nature of the game and the increased degree of
skill required to control it. The possibilities
are endless for gameplay innovation, and this
year we’ll see further features such as next-
generation AI and Real Player Motion Technology
to deliver a new step forward for our sports
games. AI enhancements in FIFA 22 include an all-
new Player Intelligence system that brings a new
level of tactical intelligence to the pitch, as
well as introducing new tactical styles that will
change the way you approach the game. Powered by
Football FIFA 22 takes you closer to the real
thing than ever before as our developers have
unrivalled access to data directly from the FIFA
Elite Series, giving an unprecedented level of
authentic detail and accuracy. The results for an
all-new Player Development Engine deliver the
most diverse and real-life player look yet, with
advanced, full-body movement and more facial
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expressions, improved animation and fluid
animations to move the ball. We’ve also re-
envisioned a next-generation ball physics system
to feel faster, bounce off the grass, create more
skilled play, and spin on contact, to reflect the
nature of the game and the increased degree of
skill required to control it. The possibilities
are endless for gameplay innovation, and this
year we’ll see further features such
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System Requirements:

NOTE: This patch has some of the same known
issues as patch 1.30 but we are confident that we
can avoid those in this patch. This patch notes
also addresses one of the concerns many of you
had about patch 1.30. Specifically, that you were
not able to get some games to play or launch
correctly because of the new graphics
settings/settings group. Those issues should be
resolved in this patch. Players using NVIDIA
cards may still experience hangs with some games
when going into 3D mode (usually with SSAO
enabled). We are working on addressing this
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